


We value quality  products and 
efficient shipping to get the look you need this 
winter. With the holiday season coming, we hope 
you can find the best gifts for everyone on your list 
as well as something extra for you as well! 

To order, Visit www.hoipolloi.com/order or use 
the mobile app to complete check out and view 
even more products. Our website and app are 
updated constantly to show off the lates new 
fashion for this season 

Any question visit www.hoipolloi.com/faq or call 
1-800-hpolloi  (1-800-476-5564) to speak with a 
representative. Office hours are 10am to 7pm on 
weekdays, and 10am to 4pm on weekends.

Shipping and handling is a flat rate of $5 per order 
regardless of items or sale total. To get 15% off of 
socks enter code ‘S0373’ at checkout. To get the 
latest discounts and deal, join our emailing list 
when you complete your purchase. 

Winter Accessories 

Denim Jacket  
(Womens Size small - large)
Fully crafted denim jacket made from the best 
denim around. We promise quality jackets with 
water proof and thermal control to help you 
endure the cold season this winter.

Purchase Code: DJU56 ~ Price: $118.ºº

Wool Coat  
(Genderless Size small - large)
Fully crafted wool jacket made from the best 
denim around. We promise quality jackets with 
water proof and thermal control to help you 
endure the cold season this winter.

Purchase Code: DJU87 ~ Price: $126.ºº

Cotton Scarf  
(Womens one size fit all)
A fluffy cotton scarf made from the finest 
sheep in all the land. Made in our mighty 
fine factories and well paid workers to 
produce these wonderful products.

Purchase Code: SCU33 ~ Price: $44.ºº

Skully Cap  
(Mens one size fit all)
A fluffy cotton skully made from the 
finest sheep in all the land. Made 
in our mighty fine factories and 
well paid workers to produce these 
wonderful products.

Purchase Code: HCU89 ~ Price: $32.ºº

Common lookfor common people
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Fluffy-Star Socks  
(genderless one size fit all)
A pair of fluffy socks to stay indoors 
with this Christmas season. Made 
from fine materials to have your feet 
get and stay warm all day and night. 
We guarantee the highest of quality 
socks of all time for everyone.

Purchase Code: SCU87  
~  
Price: $26.ºº

Thermal Socks  
(genderless one size fit all)
These socks come in a multitude of colors 
available on our website. Made from fine 
materials to have your feet get and stay warm 
all day and night. We guarantee the highest of 
quality socks of all time for everyone.

Purchase Code: SCU54 ~ Price: $22.ºº

Well-Knitted Socks  
(genderless one size fit all)
Crafted by hands, these come in many different 
colors and patters. Made from fine materials to 
have your feet get and stay warm all day and night. 
We guarantee the highest of quality socks of all 
time for everyone.

Purchase Code: SCU23 ~ Price: $20.ºº

Cotton Socks 
(genderless 
one size fit all)
Some fine wool from the 
thickest of sheeps were 
sacrificed to make these 
unique socks. Made from 
fine materials to have 
your feet get and stay 
warm all day and night. 
We guarantee the highest 
of quality socks of all 
time for everyone.

Purchase Code: SCU69  
~  
Price: $16.ºº
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Baseball Cap  
(Genderless, one size fit all)
Bring out the inner sport star with this unique 
hat. Different colors, logos, and patterns are 
available online when ordering. Made from 
the good materials that we guarantee on 
every product.

Product Code: HCU42 ~ Price: $28.ºº

Knit Beanie  
(Genderless, one size fit all)
Warm and compact for all you kiddos trying 
to keep your head warm. Different colors, 
logos, and patterns are available online when 
ordering. Made from the good materials that we 
guarantee on every product.

Product Code: HCU18 ~ Price: $34.ºº

Fuzzy-Topper Beanie 
(Genderless, one size fit all)
Stylized to show off your creative side and 
unleash your fun! Different colors, logos, and 
patterns are available online when ordering. 
Made from the good materials that we 
guarantee on every product.

Product Code: HCU57 ~ Price: $36.ºº

Compact Cap  
(Womens, one size fit all)
Powerful shape and materials to keep your 
head warm in all weather while being stylish. 
Different colors, logos, and patterns are 
available online when ordering. Made from 
the good materials that we guarantee on 
every product.

Product Code: HCU73 ~ Price: $42.ºº

Wool Capper  
(Womens, one size fit all)
Stylish in all the right places, this hat allows 
you to be under the spotlight forever. Different 
colors, logos, and patterns are available online 
when ordering. Made from the good materials 
that we guarantee on every product.

Product Code: HCU55 ~ Price: $44.ºº

Slick Snapback  
(Genderless, one size fit all)
Flat rims for sick dude with unmatchable 
swagger. Different colors, logos, and patterns 
are available online when ordering. Made 
from the good materials that we guarantee on 
every product.

Product Code: HCU38 ~ Price: $34.ºº

Plain Beanie  
(Genderless, one size fit all)
Simple but enough room to stuff all your hair 
you got. Different colors, logos, and patterns 
are available online when ordering. Made 
from the good materials that we guarantee on 
every product.

Product Code: HCU05 ~ Price: $24.ºº

15% Off Every Hat 
On and Offline!
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Thermal Gloves  
(genderless one size fit all)
Some mighty fine warm gloves 
to stay inside or go outside with. 
whatever you want, because they’re 
so warm. These gloves are made 
from the finest materials from the 
vineyard and come in a multitude of 
colors available on our website. Get 
yours before we donate them away.

Purchase Code: GLU88  
~  
Price: $22.ºº

Compact Fluff-Gloves  
(genderless one size fit all)
Outside they feel like normal hand, 
inside they feel like pure fluff, great 
for touching things and still give off 
the human touch while keeping warm. 
These gloves are made from the finest 
materials from the vineyard and come 
in a multitude of colors available 
on our website. Get yours before we 
donate them away.

Purchase Code: GLU64  
~  
Price: $18.ºº

Smart-Touch Gloves 
(genderless one size fit all)
Use your smart phone in the cold without 
taking off your gloves, but we recommend you 
have a case on it so it does not get wet fam. 
These gloves are made from the finest materials 
from the vineyard and come in a multitude 
of colors available on our website. Get yours 
before we donate them away.

Purchase Code: GLU24 ~ Price: $23.ºº

Leather Gloves  
(genderless one size fit all)
Made from the skins of cows, these gloves are 
great unless you hate animal cruelty, then yikes! 
These gloves are made from the finest materials 
from the vineyard and come in a multitude 
of colors available on our website. Get yours 
before we donate them away.

Purchase Code: GLU92 ~ Price: $25.ºº

Cotton Gloves  
(genderless one size fit all)
Made from the skins of cows, these gloves are 
great unless you hate animal cruelty, then yikes! 
These gloves are made from the finest materials 
from the vineyard and come in a multitude 
of colors available on our website. Get yours 
before we donate them away.

Purchase Code: GLU92 ~ Price: $25.ºº
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Rainbow-Knitted Scarf 
(Genderless one size fit all, one color)
Knitted and rainbow themed, all you need 
is a unicorn and you’re magical baby, yeah! 
Made in our mighty fine factories and well 
paid workers to produce these wonderful 
products. Comes in a multitude of colors 
online Stay warm and stay in style with these 
fine beauties.

Purchase Code: SCU77  
~  
Price: $36.ºº

Longer Scarf  
(Genderless one size fit all)
Longer then any other scarf we have, this is 
great for covering yourself up or using as a rope 
or for tying stuff up, but you didn’t hear that 
from us. Made in our mighty fine factories and 
well paid workers to produce these wonderful 
products. Comes in a multitude of colors 
online Stay warm and stay in style with these 
fine beauties.

Purchase Code: SCU69 ~ Price: $38.ºº

Thick Scarf  
(Genderless one size fit all)
This scarf is so thick you can put it around 
your waist and it will still cover your head, it’s 
amazing! Made in our mighty fine factories 
and well paid workers to produce these 
wonderful products. Comes in a multitude of 
colors online Stay warm and stay in style with 
these fine beauties.

Purchase Code: SCU42  
~  
Price: $40.ºº

Infinity Scarf  
(Genderless one size fit all)
This scarf has the property of infinity, allowing 
for infinite warmth and infinite power, please 
use wisely. Made in our mighty fine factories 
and well paid workers to produce these 
wonderful products. Comes in a multitude of 
colors online Stay warm and stay in style with 
these fine beauties.

Purchase Code: SCU99 ~ Price: $48.ºº
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For even more choices and updates for all seasons, 
visit our website at www.hoipolloi.com


